
Referral criteria

Genetics services

Familial ovarian cancer MDT

Gynaecology oncology MDT 

Ovarian cancer: identifying and managing familial and genetic risk

Person with a first-
degree relative with 

ovarian cancer  
(see section 1.3)

Person with a maternal 
or paternal second-
degree relative with 

ovarian cancer  
(see section 1.3)

Person meets criteria 
for genetic testing  
(see section 1.3)

Person is from  
at-risk population  
(see section 1.3)

Person has been 
identified through 
cascade testing  
(see section 1.3)

Referral to genetics services who assess eligibility for testing (see section 1.3)

Person with non-
epithelial ovarian cancer 

if no previous mainstream 
genetic testing  

(see section 1.3)

Genetics services assess risk and carry out genetic counselling and testing for people with no 
ovarian cancer (see section 1.4), and people with non-epithelial ovarian cancer referred from the 

gynaecology oncology MDT (see recommendation 1.1.5)

Gynaecology oncology MDT carries out mainstream 
genetic testing (see recommendation 1.1.6) if the 

person has invasive epithelial ovarian cancer  
(see recommendation 1.4.6)

If pathogenic variant identified Cascade testing of other relatives
If 5% or above lifetime risk of  

developing ovarian cancer If pathogenic variant identified

Referral to familial ovarian cancer MDT who assess the risk of developing ovarian cancer, and 
discuss risk estimate, risk factors, reproductive choices and risk-reduction options (see section 1.6)

Primary preventive medicines  
(see section 1.7)

Risk-reducing surgery  
(see section 1.8)

If surgery delayed or declined, surveillance and  
review recommendation for risk-reducing surgery  

(see recommendation 1.8.18)

If premenopausal, offer HRT as soon as 
clinically appropriate after surgery. If previous 
breast cancer, liaise with breast cancer care 

team before HRT (see section 1.10)

If asymptomatic cancer is identified by  
preoperative investigation or postoperative analysis, 

refer to gynaecology oncology MDT  
(see recommendation 1.8.14)
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